Abstract-Given channel statistics information, we develop a joint power control (PC) and resource-allocation (RA) scheme for outage balancing in a multicarrier femto/macro system to minimize the maximum femtocell user equipments' outage probability constrained on macrocell user equipments' outage requirements. The formulated problem falls into the category of nonconvex mixed-integer optimization, which is in general very hard to solve. In this paper, we propose an alternating optimization scheme to find at least a local optimal point in the sense that no single femto base station can increase the system performance by changing its RA and PC strategy. Starting from a special initial RA scheme to handle cross-tier interference, PC and RA are then updated alternately. In particular, we find the optimal power for fixed RA scheme distributedly during the PC subroutine and greedily move to the most beneficial neighboring RA scheme in the RA subroutine. The proposed algorithm converges by producing monotonic improvement of system performance. Furthermore, to reduce the implementation complexity and feedback overhead, we propose a variant local search algorithm, which greatly reduces the computational burden without causing a significant loss of performance in the simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
L OW-POWER low-cost femto base-stations (FBS) have shown promises for providing better indoor/dense coverage and higher system throughput. Allowing femtocells to share the channels with macro-cell user equipments (MUE) can offer better spectral efficiency, but unplanned femtocell deployment may significantly degrade system performance. On downlink, in particular, an MUE in the proximity of a closedaccess femtocell may suffer larger interference from femtocell transmission on its connection to the macro-cell base-station (MBS). Such interference often leads to link outage.
In this paper, we study the problem of outage balancing in a tiered multi-carrier macro-femto network through joint resource allocation (RA) and power control (PC). For improving system utility, PC has been used with co-channel deployment of multiple links [1] - [3] . Due to the NP-hardness of the general weighted sum rate maximization problems, approximations are made to approach a near optimal solution. In particular, an outer approximation is imposed in [1] by providing a solution that applies Perron-Frobenius theory on non-negative matrices. Resorting to a different convex approximation technique, [2] transforms the problem into a series of convex problems. [3] extends the convex approximation approach to a class of power control problem formulations with each sub-problem transformable to a geometric programming problem.
Within a tiered network structure, assuming exact channel information, several methods for PC have been proposed [4] - [8] for a single-carrier system. The generalization to a multi-carrier system, however, is non-trivial due to the intrinsic nonconvexity when dealing with interference channel and the combinatorial nature of RA. Joint PC and RA (JPCRA) algorithms have been proposed in [9] - [12] . As its single carrier counterpart, solutions to multi-carrier multi-cell JPCRA problems are generally NP-hard. [9] proposed a heuristic cluster-based JPCRA algorithm to tackle a multi-objective problem considering users' differential QoS requirements. Linear approximation is applied by [10] to transform the rate maximization problem into a mixed integer linear programming, requiring full channel knowledge at a central node. In [11] , dual decomposition is used to separate different optimizing variables. From a different perspective, the multi-cell JPCRA is also a natural application of game theory [13] , [14] .
Our attention focuses on the downlink interfering channel of multiple femtocells and a single macrocell when channel statistics is known at the base-stations (BS). In particular, we formulated an outage-balancing problem for FUEs constrained on MUEs' requirement. The underlying reasons for guaranteeing MUEs' performance while achieving fairness among FUEs are: 1) Cross-tier interference (CTI) is more critical if not mitigated properly in the downlink and MUE is the major victim since it cannot be handed over to nearby closed access femtocells. 2) By balancing the outage-probabilities among FUES, we can not only provide QoS fairness among users, but also mitigate the intra-tier interference (ITI) among FUEs. Our main contributions are as follows: 1) We formulate the JPCRA problem for outage balancing as a non-linear mixed integer optimization problem. 2) For each defined RA scheme, we design an optimal distributed PC algorithm. 3) We propose an iterative scheme for alternating PC and RA to find a local solution in the sense that no single FBS can change its RA or PC scheme to produce better outage performance in the network. 4) To reduce the computational cost and feedback overhead, we further present a low-complexity local search algorithm, which only results in slight performance degradation.
In particular, for a defined RA scheme, PC is designed using the nonlinear Perron-Frobenius theory [15] - [17] , which is more efficient than our previous algorithm in [18] using geometric programming. Although outage problem has been considered previously in [19] - [21] Our derivation is a nontrivial generalization of existing results into multi-carrier tiered networks. Besides the power budget constraint, we impose an additional practical constraint on MUE outage probability to address the impact of CTI. We proved that, even with this extra non-linear constraint in a multi-carrier system, there still exists an optimal solution with all FUE outage probabilities equal.
Since the PC problem is optimally solvable for a defined RA scheme, the mixed integer problem can be transformed to a combinatorial optimization problem. With exponential growth of the number of channel combinations, optimal exhaustive search is not practical. In the proposed scheme, we adopt a widely used technique in combinatorial optimization known as metaheuristics [22] . Specifically, we established a greedy local search scheme such that for each iteration, the best RA scheme in the 'neighborhood' is chosen.
To start the iterative RA and PC alternation scheme, we use a special initial RA scheme. Under certain regularity conditions on SINR requirement and MUE outage constraints, this initial RA scheme is optimal with only one FBS or with negligible ITI. The intuition behind the low-complexity local search algorithm is to identify as many 'bad' or 'good' channel candidates as possible before actually performing the 'tests.' When multiple candidates exist after local screening, a centralized test is run in a specific order and a channel switch is performed as soon as it passes the test without testing other candidates.
In what follows, Section II formulates the outage-balancing problem and provides some basic assumptions. Section III presents the distributed PC sub-routine, which is optimal for a fixed RA scheme. Section IV introduces the JPCRA algorithm based on a greedy local search RA update. Section V further proposes a reduced-complexity local search based algorithm before the simulation results of Section VI. Finally, Section VII summarizes this work.
Notation: Lowercase boldface denotes a vector or vector function. Inequalities for vectors are defined componentwise. x x x i (or f i (x x x)) denotes the ith component of x x x (or f f f (x x x)). x x x y y y implies that x x x ≥ y y y and x i > y i for some i. A vector function f f f (x x x) evaluated with x i = y i , x j = y j for any j = i is written as f f f (y i ;y y y −i ), where y y y −i = {y j , j = i}. · denotes a monotone vector norm satisfying x x x ≤ y y y for any 0 ≤ x x x ≤ y y y with 0 being the all-zero vector. Let {x
|A| is the cardinality of set A. x x x •y y y denotes the Hadamard product of vectors x x x and y y y.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a heterogeneous network configuration in which femtocells share macro-cell channels. Assuming that interference from other macro-cells are well-mitigated, we confine the interference effect and outage balancing problem within one macro-cell.
Let the MBS share K orthogonal channels with N femtocells within its range. The corresponding set of channels and femtocells are denoted as K = {1, . . . , K} and F = {1, . . . , N}, respectively. The index for MBS is 0 and the set of base-stations (BS) is denoted as B = F ∪ {0}. The set of users associated to BS-i is M i and the number of served users is M i = |M i |. Therefore, a UE is uniquely specified by a tuple (i, m) with i being the BS it is associated with whereas m is the UE index among all UEs served in BS-i.
Our problem formulations are based on the following assumptions:
A.1 Independent Rayleigh fading is assumed for all channel links. A.2 Denote the mean channel power gain from BS-j to user (i, m) as G i j,m and fast fading term as g are independent on channel k.
be the transmit power of BS-i in channel k. We assume that the average interference power {p
A.5 Every MUE or FUE is allocated only one channel. This is assumed for simplicity of presentation. When a single UE is allocated multiple channels with per-channel SINR requirement, the UE can be modeled as multiple virtual users, each with one channel. A.6 Orthogonal RA is assumed among UEs in each cell (macrocell or femto-cell) such that there is no co-channel interference between users served by the same BS. A cell is the service area covered by a BS. Together with A.5, we further restricts the number of users M i ≤ K, ∀ i ∈ B to ensure RA feasibility.
Let C (k)
i,m be an indicator of channel allocation with C (k)
i,m = 1 if channel k is allocated to user (i, m) and zero otherwise. If user (i, m) is allocated channel k, the received SINR becomes
From assumptions A.1 to A.3, the numerator is the instantaneous received signal power from the serving BS-i, while the denominator contains interference from other BS's and the noise power at the receiver. To simplify the notation, define
Then the outage probability for user m in BS-i is given by [23] 
where
i is the actual transmit power for user m. The JPCRA problem is then formulated as:
where w i,m is the relative importance 1 of the FUE-(i, m)'s success probability and τ 0,m is a pre-specified constant that represents the maximal allowed outage probability for the mth MUE. Since the channel statistics are channel independent by A.2, fixing the RA scheme for one cell does not affect the optimal function value. Unless otherwise specified, we allocate the m-th channel to MUE-m such that C 
(3c) are power constraints for all BS and P i is the total power budget for BS-i. Constraint (3d) implies that exactly one channel is allocated to one user by A.5. Linear constraint (3e) ensures that one channel can be allocated to at most one user by assumption A.6. Using an auxiliary variable τ
Constraints (3b)(3c)(3d)(3e)(3f)(3g).
For better tractability of the problem, we apply the following transformations:
1 Larger w i,m implies a higher priority of user-(i, m), or equivalently, a smaller outage probability upon convergence.
Then the problem changes to min β (7a)
Constraints (3c)(3d)(3e)(3f)(3g).
Problem (7) falls into the category of nonlinear mixed-integer programming, which is in general hard to solve. Note that the famous time-sharing relaxation as that in [24] is not applicable to our problem given o
i,m 's structure. In this work, we design an iterative scheme by performing PC and RA updates in alternation. Particularly, the PC sub-problem is solved optimally in a distributed manner for a fixed RA scheme, while the RA sub-routine always moves to a "neighboring" RA scheme with a better objective function value after PC in the next iteration.
III. POWER CONTROL UNDER FIXED RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In this section, we present the optimal PC algorithm for fixed RA strategy {C 
i,m F i j,m , we can simplify the notation by dropping the subscript m and replace it with index k. Then problem (7) becomes min β (8a)
The problem is still non-convex in p (k)
i , but can be transformed into a convex problem inp
(10) can be solved using interior-point method in a centralized way, but fast and distributed solutions are preferred.
A. Properties of Optimal Solutions
We first present some properties the optimal power p p p * = {p (k) * i } and optimal objective function value β * for problem (8) need to satisfy.
Lemma 1: The power constraint in (8d) is active for at least one BS at the optimal point.
Proof:
0 , β * cannot be optimal, thereby contradicting its optimality assumption.
Lemma 2: There exists an optimal solution p p p * such that
Proof: See Appendix A. Lemma 3: There exists an optimal solution to problem (8) that satisfies Lemma 2 and o
Proof: By considering the same modified problem (29), the proof is similar to that for Lemma 2 through contradiction by assuming the existence of some k with o
Remark 1: Lemmas 1-3 generalize some single-carrier results in [19] . But unlike its single-carrier counter-part, the optimal transmission strategy for problem (8) is in general not unique. Among all optimal solutions, the solution with structures given by Lemmas 2 and 3 has minimum power consumption.
B. Distributed Power Control Algorithm
According to Lemmas 1-3, there is an optimal solution that solves the following equation set
with at least one power constraint active and an unknown β * . To simplify the structure, we resort to a successive approximation technique to approximate the constraint o (12) in which
where {p (k) i,s } is any fixed PC scheme. We then approximate (8) with a new optimization problem (15) at iteration s. The successive approximation algorithm outline is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Main Iteration
Step 1:
s using (13) and (14) . Go to Step 2 unless stopping criterion is met.
Proposition 1:
The iterative Alg. 1 converges to an optimal solution to problem (8) .
Proof: The convergence follows from the general results for the generic convex approximation methods [25] . Convexity of the transformed problem (10) implies the convergence to an optimal point.
To solve (15), we apply the non-linear Perron-Frobenius theory as in [19] . Note that optimal solutions to (15) also satisfies Lemmas 1-3 becauseō
used for the proofs. By Lemma 3, we can setō
0 to find the optimal point, which yields
We can then transform the MBS power constraint to a weighted sum constraint for FBS transmit powers as
By Lemma 2, (15) is equivalent to a non-linear eigen-value problem given by
constrained on (8d) and (17) with β * being the smallest nonlinear eigen-value. Substituting (16) into f
where I k∈K 0 is an indicator of whether k is in K 0 and
In vector form, the problem in (18) can be written
arranged into a vector. When f f f (·) satisfy some properties, β * can be efficiently calculated.
Theorem 1 ([15] , [19] ):
we have the next two lemmas with respect to our problem.
The proof of Lemma 4 follows from the strict concavity of
. By Lemma 1, at least one of the constraints (8d), (17) is active. Therefore, at the optimal point, M(p p p * ) = 1.
Lemma 5 can be proved easily by checking the conditions for a monotone norm. The condition of Lemma 5 is also the feasibility condition for problem (15) . In fact, if the initial problem is feasible with
Step 2 of Alg. 1 is always feasible. We can then solve each subproblem using the distributive Alg. 2.
Algorithm 2 Distributed Power Control Algorithm
Given the initial power p
Step 1: At each FBS-i, update power p
is the outage probability seen by the user scheduled in resource k in FBS-i.
Step 2: Each FBS-i sends M i (p p p(t)) back to the MBS; each MUE measures {F
Step 3: MBS collects information from FBS's, computes M(p p p(t + 1)) and sends it to FBS's.
Step 4: Each femtocell determines its transmit power as
Step 5: MBS determines its transmit power using (16). IV. JOINT RA AND PC ALGORITHM Solving PC sub-problems optimally, a joint optimal solution can be obtained by exhaustively testing the corresponding PC results for all possible RA strategies. Such a strategy clearly is impractical due to the large number of candidate RA schemes. In this section, we present a sub-optimal greedy local search (GLS) algorithm, which converges to a local optimal solution in the sense that it is not possible to achieve better performance by changing the PC and RA scheme of a single FBS.
A. RA Initialization
In this sub-section, we first propose an RA initialization scheme and then show its optimality under certain conditions.
Define Step 1: Perform resource allocation for MUEs.
Step The initialization of Alg. 3 is a way to prioritize the users and channels according to the relative CTI channel gain and user's SINR requirement. In particular, Alg. 3 admits users in FBS-i sequentially according to the value of s i0,m . I f ree is the set of channels that are not in OL T i , or namely, channels that do not contain large interference from MBS. FUEs that are closer to some MUEs or with higher SINR requirement are prioritized to use channels in I f ree to avoid strong CTI. When there are not enough channels to perform orthogonal allocation of MUEs and FUEs, channels in OL will be used starting from the end element of T i , which has been allocated to an MUE further from the FBS. Intuitively, our strategy in Alg. 3 can be summarized as "worse FUEs share channels with better MUEs". The optimality of this strategy is established latter with certain additional conditions.
Intuitively, when CTI is much more severe than intra-tier interference (ITI), Alg. 3 can provide a very good initial point for local search algorithms to be introduced later. The initialization procedure is also relatively distributed with only some coordination from MBS and is applicable when there is no direct link between FBS's as in some recent standard documents [26] .
Proposition 3: With uniform weight choice and s th = −∞, when there is only one FBS, Alg. 3 provides the optimal RA scheme if D 0
Proof: See Appendix B Remark 4: Some regularity conditions are added for the optimality of Alg. 3. In particular, a uniform choice of v i j,m Γ i j,m for any m is assumed such that a user with worse direct channel is assigned a lower SINR requirement Γ i,m . This is reasonable since supporting a high QoS quality for a cell-edge user is usually infeasible for traditional QoS-based formulation [4] , and is detrimental to our outage-based formulation.
B. JPCRA Using GLS
With densely deployed femtocells, Alg. 3 only yields a suboptimal result in general. In this sub-section, a GLS algorithm is proposed to find a local optimal point in the sense that it is impossible to improve the system performance by changing the RA scheme of a single FBS.
Starting from the UE with the highest power allocation from the previous PC subroutine, GLS finds the most promising channel candidate that passes the 'test' for the UE to switch to. If no candidate passes, the UE with the second largest transmission power is selected and so forth. We start from users with larger allocated power since they are more likely to be the 'bottle-neck' users that determine the worst case outage probability. Detailed procedure is summarized in Alg. 4. In the outer layer, the while loop controls that at most r max UEs will be selected. Among all channels, only those with a smaller power in previous PC subroutine for the selected UE is tested (cf. line 7), which is added to avoid repeating the same test twice. At each RA subroutine, we will at most perform one change of channel allocation for the selected user, which localizes the procedure to influence only FUEs previously allocated in the two related channels.
To test whether a channel switch can lower the system outage probability, a partial PC algorithm is solved at the MBS. The problem is of a much smaller size with only users in two channels k 0 and k 1 considered, where k 0 is the channel allocated to user (i 0 , m 0 ) in previous iteration and k 1 is the candidate for the user to switch to. We can split the switchable channel candidates into two classes:
, where K I ( ) contains channels allocated to some FUEs in FBS-i 0 in iteration and K II ( ) contains those channels not used by FBS-i 0 . Different test problems are constructed for the two classes, respectively. For k 1 ∈ K I ( ), when user-(i 0 , m 0 ) switches to channel k 1 , the original user (i 0 , m 1 ) in channel k 1 has to switch to k 0 . The test becomes:
i is defined in (9) with RA decision C C C( ) and P 
The optimizing variables are all the non-zero powers in channels k 0 and k 1 together with β.
). (21) and (23) are geared toward identifying the smallest β for users scheduled in k 0 and k 1 after the switch when powers in channels other than k 0 and k 1 remain unchanged. For a given k 1 , only one of the two tests needs to be performed. We use a unified notation β k 0 ,k 1 as the optimal solution to either (21) or (23) . (21f) confines the powers to be no larger than the allocated FBS transmit power in the two channels in the previous iteration. Therefore, if β k 0 ,k 1 < β( ), then performing the corresponding switch will at least not decrease the system outage probability. It is, however, possible for the outage performance to remain the same even when β k 0 ,k 1 is strictly smaller than β( ), for example, when neither k 0 nor k 1 is used by any user in FBS-i with
Remark 5: Both problems
is added in line 7 with K a defined in line 4 to avoid premature convergence.
Problems (21) and (23) can both be solved easily using Alg. 2 though we now perform every step in a centralized way as a test at the MBS. This requires extra channel information feedback, but can avoid moving to worse RA schemes along the convergence process.
Algorithm 4 Greedy Local Search Algorithm (GLS)
while r ≤ r max do 6: Find the FUE (i 0 , m 0 ) with the rth largest power among all FUEs.
Find the optimal β k 0 ,k 1 for problem (21) if k 1 ∈ K I ( ) and solve (23) if k 1 ∈ K II ( ). 9: end for 10: Step 1: r = 1, = 0 Initialize RA scheme using Alg. 3 and β(0) to be a large number.
Step 2: Use Alg. 2 to obtain p p p( + 1) and β( + 1).
Step 3: Call GLS in Alg. 4 . If r ≤ r max , ← + 1, return to Step 2; otherwise terminates by returning p p p( ) and C C C( ).
The JPCRA algorithm with an alternating structure is summarized in Alg. 5. When r max = ∑ i∈F M i , the GLS sub-routine guarantees a monotonic decrease of outage probability to a local optimal point where it is not possible to switch any user's allocated resource from k 0 to k 1 . Since orthogonal channels are allocated in the same cell, this also ensures that any change of a single FBS's RA scheme to any other admissible RA scheme can not improve performance.
V. REDUCED-COMPLEXITY JPCRA
Channel statistics for users scheduled in k 0 and k 1 are required to perform tests (21) or (23) . In the worst case, a sweep over all channels implies full knowledge of channel statistics in the network. In this section, we consider various approaches to reduce the feedback overhead.
1) Special Consideration of Interference to MUEs:
Upon selecting user (i 0 , m 0 ), BS can actively forbid some channels from being used by FBS-i 0 if there are MUEs nearby. In the simulation, we use a simple scheme by introducing a threshold I m f . Channel k is ruled out as a candidate for FBS i 0 so long as s 0i 0 ,k > I m f . This mechanism can reduce the number of candidate channels and avoid some trivially dominated schemes to be tested. The trade-off is that the algorithm may stop before reaching an actual local optimal point if I m f is too small.
2) Local Candidate Tests: When k 1 ∈ K I ( ), some information can be obtained locally at FBS-i 0 to determine whether a swap of channel usage is beneficial.
Proposition 4: Let p p p( ) be the power allocation from previous iteration. k 0 and k 1 are allocated to users (i 0 , m 0 ) and (i 0 , m 1 ) in previous iteration, respectively. 1) If both (21d) and (21e) are satisfied with p p p = p p p( ), β = β( ), then a switch will not degrade system performance. 2) If both (21d) and (21e) are violated with p p p = p p p( ), β = β( ), then a switch will degrade system performance.
Proof: See Appendix C. 3) Ordering Candidate Channels: While Section V-A1 and V-A2 can reduce the number of tests before candidate channels are sent to MBS, ordering candidate channels can reduce the number of tests afterward if we restrict candidates to only the 'best' K max ones. An exact effect of different switches requires the knowledge of interference channel to UEs served by other BS's, which is infeasible in our settings. Thus, we provide a heuristic and computationally efficient method for ordering candidate channels based on other base-station's transmission.
In particular, the ordering of channels is determined by the value of
The candidate channels are then tested with an increasing order of {I (22) ] and can also be viewed as the second term of an upper bound ofõ
since p
for any candidate k 1 .
For
is less intuitive because k 1 is not used in the previous iteration. Specifically, we propose to use the interference power normalized by the transmit power p (24) 
Although (24) is only a rough estimate of switch quality, in the simulation, we have seen a performance improvement with such an ordering compared with random channel selection for local search. Furthermore, since
a switch is more likely to be beneficial for user
, the channel candidate set C i 0 ( ) of FBS-i 0 is reduced to
In general, this approximation generates some performance loss, but simulation tests show that the loss is relatively small with a huge saving in computational complexity.
Algorithm 6 JPCRA with Reduced-Complexity
Step 1: Initialize RA scheme using Alg. 3, r = 1, = 0, β(0) to be a large constant.
Step 2: Solve PC subproblem using Alg. 2 to get p p p( + 1) and β( + 1).
Step 3: The MBS select the user (i 0 , m 0 ) allocated the rth largest power.
Step 4: FBS-i 0 check all channels k 1 ∈ K I ( ). If any k 1 satisfies Prop. 4(1) with at least one strict inequality, a switch is performed. r ← 1 and go to Step 2. Otherwise, form candidate set C i 0 according to (28).
Step 5: Sort the resource candidates set C i 0 in an ascending
Send the first K max candidates of C i 0 to the MBS.
Step 6: The MBS collects the information of resource candidates and channel statistics related to resource k 0 and performs local search:
Collect channel statistics related to resource k 1 and find β k 0 ,k 1 for problem (21) or (23) if
Inform FBS-i 0 to perform the switch, r ← 1; Any item related to k 0 , k 1 are removed from U; ← + 1; break and go to Step 2;
go to Step 4; otherwise terminate and return C C C( ), p p p( )

4) Memory of Previously Failed Tests:
The complexity can be further reduced if MBS remembers some previously failure tests. A tested switch can be captured by a tuple
where (i 0 , m 0 ) is the selected user, k 0 and k 1 are the channels currently allocated and a switch candidate tested, respectively. Initially the set of failed tests is empty U = / 0. As the local search proceeds, previously failed tests are added to the set U. When a switch is successful, some previous failed tests become outdated. In particular, if a successful switch happens between channels k * 0 and k * 1 , then any element in U with {k 0 , k 1 }∩{k * 0 , k * 1 } = / 0 should be discarded. The maintenance of U avoids unnecessary repeat of failed tests. Alg. 6 summarizes the reduced-complexity algorithm.
Let C test and C be the average computational complexity for each test and the actual power control sub-routine, respectively. Then it can be shown that in between the RA sub-routines, the complexity is loosely bounded by O(∑ i∈F M i KC test + C) since it seldom happens that all FUEs are tested before the convergence. By using the reduced-complexity algorithm, we can bind the complexity on each RA-subroutine as O(r max K max C test +C 0 ). An example on the complexity comparison is given in the simulations.
VI. SIMULATION
In this section, we present systematic simulation test results for the proposed algorithms. Unless stated otherwise, the SINR requirement satisfies v i,m Γ i,m =D f for all FUEs and v 0,m Γ 0,m =D m for all MUEs. General system parameters are given in Table I .
A. Optimality With Single FBS
With uniform MUE outage requirement and the special structure of SINR requirement, Alg.3 provides an optimal channel allocation. A simple example is given in Fig. 1 , where a single FBS serving 4 FUEs shares channels with 4 MUEs. The optimality is shown in Fig. 2 . 
B. Outage Balancing Performance for Multiple Femtocells
With multiple femtocells, the initial RA scheme is no longer optimal. In general, exhaustive search requires running the PC algorithm for
Even with this relatively simple network in Fig. 3 of 5 FBS , there exists 7.1 × 10 10 different RA schemes when K = 9. With optimal solution not available, we generate 500 random legal RA schemes as a comparison. In Fig. 4 , we plot the average outage probability together with the 0.95 confidence interval for random initialization, the initialization in Alg. 3 and GLS respectively. Since the topology in Fig. 3 is quite sparse with a small number of co- channel FUEs in general, Alg. 3 already greatly reduces the outage probability by excluding many trivially dominated resource allocation strategy before any local search. The randomness of Alg. 3 comes from lines 4 and 9. With a network of this size, the improvement of local search is relatively limited and the confidence interval for the GLS is very small.
C. Convergence of Power and Resource Allocation
In this section, we plot the convergence of transmit power with fixed RA schemes. Using Fig. 3 's topology, the convergence of transmit power for FBS-3 is shown in Fig. 5 for K = 5 after the first iteration. The sum powers for different BS's across all sub-channels are given in Fig. 6 . As analyzed, at least one BS has its power constraint active. The outer-iteration convergence is shown in Fig. 7 with the horizontal axis being the outer iteration . As analyzed in Section IV, the outage performance decreases monotonically until convergence to a local solution in finite steps.
D. Densely Deployed Femtocells
When femtocells are densely deployed in the network, the local search scheme is more effective in suppressing the outage probability in the network after initialization. Again, average outage probabilities and 0.95 confidence intervals are plotted in Fig. 9 for GLS, initialization with Alg. 3 and the reduced complexity local search algorithms with different K max . In Fig. 9 , we see that the local search is very effective in handling interference among FBS. There are in total 47 FUEs and 10 MUEs in the topology of Fig. 8 , but only 16 channels are needed to keep the outage probability stay below 0.1. To demonstrate complexity reduction, Table II lists the number of channel switch tests performed per selected user and per outer-loop iteration, respectively. For example, with at most 6 channels tested for each selected user. For example, with at most 6 channels tested for each selected user, we can still save almost 80% on computations and on channel feedback overhead. The computation saving does not result in a significant loss in performance, as illustrated in Fig. 10 , in which the reduced complexity algorithm with K max = 6 is compared with the GLS algorithm in terms of the average outage performance and 0.95 confidence interval with different D f . Note that in the topology given in Fig. 8 , the average rate requirement for the 47 FUEs with D f = 0.1 is 13.01 Wbps and is 14.60 Wbps (calculated using ∑ i∈F,m∈M i W log 2 (1 + Γ i,m )/ ∑ i∈F M i ) when D f = 0.3. For MUEs, D m = 0.5 corresponds to an average MUE rate requirement of 5.72 Wbps. Lower average rate requirement is assumed for MUEs since they typically see smaller direct channel gain from their serving MBS.
E. Average Performance With Randomly Generated Topologies
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithms are compared with other schemes with randomly generated topologies. Since FBS deployment is more beneficial when it is not close to MBS, 20 FBS's are generated uniformly in an area that is at least R min from the MBS and at least 30 m from each other. Each FBS is randomly serving 1 to 4 FUEs. Each FUE is at most 30 m from its serving FBS. 10 MUEs are generated uniformly within the cell range.
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm, we compare the performance with two alternative strategies, the orthogonal allocation strategy and fractional frequency reuse (FFR) for FUEs. Pure orthogonal allocation strategy implies no CTI with MUEs and FUEs allocated orthogonal channels. Pure FFR targets ITI among FBS's and is a modification of a greedy coloring algorithm [27] for edge FUEs, which are defined as FUEs that have distances toward its serving FBS's of at least r 0 . FUEs other than the edge FUEs are center FUEs, and FFR allows the center FUEs to reuse the resources that are not allowed for the edge users. The coloring is sequential starting from the edge FUEs of an FBS with the largest number of neighboring FBS (FBS's that are at most 200 m away in the simulation). FFR and orthogonal allocation can be jointly used such that FUEs only use disjoint channels from MUEs, while performing coloring for the edge FUEs. Fig. 11 compares the results of 100 randomly generated topologies for each point. Pure FFR yields the worst results due to the existence of strong CTI. Pure orthogonal strategy is better than pure FFR by eliminating CTI completely. Smaller outage probability can be achieved with a combination of orthogonal strategy and FFR. FFR performance is dependent on the definition of edge users. Smaller r 0 implies more edge-users. However, due to limited channel numbers, a random channel will be selected if there is no available orthogonal channels for the selected edge users. As an extreme case, all FUEs are edge users with r 0 = 0, which achieves better performance when channel number is large enough than that of non-zero r 0 , but shows degradation with smaller channel numbers. Both FFR and orthogonal allocation together with their combinations result in a much worse average outage performance than the proposed algorithms. Again, the reduced complexity (with K max = 6, r max = 10) achieves similar performance with GLS. By changing R min , we further verify that deploying FBS's further from the MBS is likely to achieve better performance, which can be used as a possible reference for designing the weight w i,m for practical deployment.
F. Dedicated Resource for MUEs
The proposed algorithm targets the scenario where channel statistics is relatively stable. Since MUE in general can have higher speed and a fast-varying channel statistics. It is sometimes more beneficial to allocate dedicated channels to some of the MUEs. Reducing the amount of channels shared by FUEs and MUEs can reduce part of the CTI, but will pack more FUEs in a smaller number of channels, therefore generating more ITI among femtocells. To demonstrate the influence of dedicated channels to system performance, Fig. 12 shows the average outage performance with different channel numbers and MUE numbers versus the dedicated channel numbers. The figure shows that in general the drawback of ITI increase overweighs the benefit from CTI decrease as dedicated number of channels increases. The influence is also dependent on the number of UEs in the macro-tier.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the outage balancing problem in a tiered multi-carrier network. We formulate the JPCRA problem to minimize the maximum outage probability of the FUEs by taking into consideration the constraints imposed by MUEs' outage probability requirements. To solve the resulting mixed integer problem, we propose an alternating optimization scheme, which performs power control and resource allocation updates in alternation. With a defined resource allocation scheme, we present a distributed power control algorithm by applying Perron-Frobenius theory for concave mappings. We update the resource allocation, on the other hand, by using metaheuristics widely seen in combinatorial optimization problems. We apply a greedy local search scheme to obtain a suboptimal point such that it is not possible to increase the system performance by changing any single FBS's strategy. We can prove convergence based on a monotonically decreasing system outage probability. We further provide a local search algorithm with reduced complexity to reduce feedback overhead and computation complexity.
APPENDIX A
Proof of Lemma 2:
Consider a small constant ε > 0. Define an extended SINR requirement
Problem (8) is modified into 
Comparing (29) with (8), as ε → 0, the solution for problem (29) can be arbitrarily close to an optimal solution of problem (8) .
Suppose, at the optimal point p p p * ε = {p (k) * i,ε } and β * ε of problem (29), there exists some k ∈ K and i ∈ F such that o
i,ε is a continuous and decreasing function of p (k) i , we can find a slightly smaller p
This means we can slightly decrease all powers in resource k such that p
i,ε with all constraints satisfied and ∑ k∈K p
Adopting the same argument as for the proof of Lemma 1, a smaller β can be achieved if at least one of the power constraints is active, contradicting the optimality of β ε . Therefore, we have o
As ε → 0, we can approach an optimum point p p p * for problem (8) 
APPENDIX B
Proof of Proposition 3:
If s th = −∞, all M 0 channels used by MUEs are pushed into the OL T 1 . Let k m denote resource allocated to FUE-m using Alg. 3. The algorithm guarantees the first K − M 0 FUEs are allocated channels from K\K 0 and the remaining FUEs (if any) share some channels with MUEs. When K − M 1 > 0, some channels are not occupied by any FUE. But changing resource k m to one of these channels would only degrade network performance by either adding a new interference link or creating a higher interference link toward some MUE. By Assumptions 4-6, there are at most one MUE and one FUE sharing the same resource. Therefore, it is enough to check optimality by checking whether we can lower the worst-case outage probability by switching the channels of FUE m 1 and m 2 (m 1 < m 2 w.l.o.g.) in the following two cases. 
and o
. After the switch, we get 
while all other nonzero outage probability being equal, the scheme given by Alg. 3 cannot be worse. For Case 2, since both channels 1 and 2 are used by MBS, we have
for = 1, 2. After the switch, we haveô
Let β * and p
be optimal solution to the PC sub-problem given the RA scheme according to Algorithm 3. By Lemma 1, at least one power constraint is active. We prove in detail that the switch can only be worse for the scenario with active MBS power constraint. The other scenario can be proved similarly. The case with both constraints active is a special case to either scenario.
By Lemmas 2 and 3, we can focus on optimal solutions with all outage constraints active. Setting o We then show that by setting all FBS outage probability to be β * for the switched scheme, the MBS power will be infeasible, which in turn implies the infeasibility of β * and Alg. 3 is better.
Define a ternary function h : R 3 + → R + specifically of the form h(p, x, y) = D 1 xV (p)/p + log (1 + xyV (p) ) . All other outage functions remain the same. Therefore, we can set the same power in channels other than 1 and 2 to achieve β * . 0 ) = β * . Since it is assumed that MBS power is active at the optimal solution for the original scheme, (45) means that, to achieve the same outage performance for FBS, MBS power will be infeasible for the switched scheme, which implies that the original scheme is better.
If FBS power constraint is active to achieve β * instead, we can express p i , i ∈ F, k ∈ K i }. We can easily verify that φ is a monotone mapping [19] i /P i }. Therefore, according to Lemma 7, β > β( ) and the switch is detrimental.
